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Abstract: The advanced video coding (AVC) standard H.264 
achieves better video compression performance compared with 
the previous standards, and one of major features is variable 
block sizes based mode decision (MD). However, the 
computational complexity is one key challenge for the high 
efficient compression.  Taking into consideration the statistical 
characteristics and the adaptive adjustment, a fast Inter MD 
algorithm is proposed in this paper. The proposed MD 
algorithm is effective, and it is easy to implement. The 
simulation results show that the new algorithm reduces 20% 
processing time on average. Mostly, the losses of video are 
around 0.02dB, and the increase of bitrate can be limited less 
than 1%. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Recently, the mobile video communications have received 
world-wide attention. The mobile video industry is keen 
looking for the solutions of low power consumption as well 
as high quality. There is no doubt, the quality of video can be 
further enhanced with unlimited power consumption. 
Unfortunately, the most of mobile based electronic products 
are battery-operational. Therefore, this is the trade-off 
between quality and system cost. Video coding standard 
takes the role of  an commander to balance the system 
performance and the processing cost. H.264/AVC (also 
known as MPEG-4 part 10) is the latest video coding 
standard developed jointly by the ISO/IEC Moving Picture 
Experts Group (MPEG) and the ITU-T Video Coding 
Experts Group (VCEG) [1]. Compared with previous video 
coding standards, H.264 has introduced several complicated 
technologies such as smaller block partitions, quarter-pixel 
accurate motion compensation, multiple reference frames, in-
the-loop deblocking filtering and small block-size transform 
[2, 3]. Variable block sizes based motion estimation (ME) 
with rate distortion optimization (RDO) enabled mode 
decision (MD) is one of key features of H.264. H.264 
supports seven candidate modes: SKIP, Inter16×16, 
Inter16×8, Inter8×16, InterP8×8, INTRA4×4 and 
INTRA16×16. In the case of InterP8×8, each InterP8×8 
mode can be further divided into 4 sub-macroblocks modes: 
Inter8×8, Inter8×4, Inter4×8, and Inter4×4. Multiple block 
sizes significantly enhance the video compression 
performance especially there are a large number of details in 

the video sequences. However, this excellent enhancement is 
achieved at the expenses of significant increasement of 
computational complexity. Total 21 MD operations: {SKIP 
MD, seven Inter MDs, INTRA4×4 MDs on 9 predicted 
directions and INTRA16×16 MDs on 4 predicted directions} 
consume about 50% compression time when RDO is enabled 
[4]. Long encoding processing time and huge power 
consumption make its difficulty for real-time and low power 
consumption applications such as video conference and 
mobile video communication. In order to reduce the 
computational complexity, several efforts [5, 6, 7, 8] have 
been made to simplify the mode selection by either 
classifying the modes into several groups or conjecturing 
from the selected best modes of neighboring blocks. In this 
paper, we proposed a fast Inter MD scheme based on statistic 
and adaptive adjustment. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 
the proposed fast Inter MD algorithm is introduced. 
Simulation results are included in Section 3. In Section 4 the 
conclusions of this paper are given. 
 
 

2. THE PROPOSED FAST MODE DECISION 
ALGORITHM 

 
Video sequence normally possesses strong temporal 

similarity. Therefore, this feature can be employed in video 
encoder to remove the frame-to-frame redundancy by using 
block-based motion matching during Inter compression. Only 
residual and motion vectors (MV) will be delivered to the 
next encoding stage. There are seven variable block sizes 
used in ME: {16×16, 16×8, 8×16, 8×8, 8×4, 4×8 and 4×4}. 
Although smaller block sizes mean more accurate block 
matching and less energy in the residual, more MVs also can 
increase the bitrate. The RDO plays the role of balancing the 
mode selection in order to get the most suitable encoding 
performance. However, the RDO enabled MD can choose the 
best mode only after all 41 possible ME results [9] for one 
macroblock have been obtained. If the system can prejudge 
which mode(s) could be abandoned during the early stage of 
encoding process at the minimum cost in terms of PSNR’s 
degradation and increase of bitrate, the significant encoding 
time could be reduced drastically. It has been showed that 
most of video sequences have certain regulation inherently, 
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Figure 1 - Mode selection for foreman_300_QCIF.yuv 

which can help to reduce the number of candidate Inter 
modes after a few frames have been encoded.  

Figure 1 shows an example of the best modes selected 
from 300 frames of Foreman QCIF video sequence. This is 
based on the JM H.264 software model recommended by the 
standard body using full search ME and optimized MD. It is 
also shown that the frequency of selected modes is very 
different, and this phenomenon was found more obviously 
for some sequences with low-speed motion or large static 
scene background. This characteristic of video sequences can 
be used to select a set of the most dominant modes. 
According to the above analysis, a fast MD algorithm was 
proposed. There are two stages in the algorithm. In Stage 
One, the Inter MD is carried out using normal MD 
procedure. The statistic information is collected from a pre-
established amount of frames, and mode filtering will be 
processed at the end of this stage. Taking into account the 
actual application, there could be sudden change existing in 
the video sequence, employing selected modes in the first 
stage of proposed algorithm possibly leads to poor coding 
performance for the new scenes. In order to avoid this 
downgrade, an adaptive adjustment scheme of MD is 
necessary and is proposed as the second part of algorithm. 

2.1 Steps of Proposed Algorithm 
 

The algorithm is summarized as following steps: 
 
Stage One: Statistical Learning Encoding Stage 

STEP1: Encode the first N P-frames using all modes. 
Accumulate the frequencies of selected modes 
for Inter macroblock and Inter sub-
macroblock modes, separately and frame by 
frame. Calculate and update the ratio (rx) of 
each mode used in the first N P-frames as 
statistic frequency. 
 

A: Inter MB B: Inter sub-MB 
 r2 - 16×8 

r3 - 8×16 
r8 - P8×8 

 
 
 
 

r4 - 8×8 
r5 - 8×4 
r6 - 4×8 
r7 - 4×4  

STEP2: Setup a moving window to record the most 
recent 30 encoded frames’ bitrate for bitrate 
adaptive adjustment. 

Stage Two: Reduced Modes Encoding Stage 

STEP3: If (r8 < threshold λ1)  
{Disable sub-modes: 8×8, 8×4, 4×8, 4×4} 

If rx is less than λ1 
{Disable mode x } 

     where λ1 is mode elimination threshold. 
Then a new list of modes will be used for the 
rest sequence.  

STEP4: Encode next frame and monitor the undulation 
of bitrate.  

STEP5: If the fluctuating of bitrate exceeds the 
threshold λ2 for 5 consecutive frames, where λ2 
is the bitrate adjustment threshold, turn on all 
disabled modes and go back to STEP1. 
Otherwise, go back to STEP4 until the last 
frame of current sequence has been encoded.  

 
2.2 Selection of Parameters  
 

The parameters (thresholds λ1, λ2 and frame number N) 
employed in the algorithm directly affect the efficiency and 
the performance of encoder. 
 
A). Inter modes elimination threshold λ1 

The mode elimination threshold λ1 can be used to disable 
Inter modes with low-frequency. Too low λ1 value could 
introduce unnecessary modes, and undermine improvements 
in encoding time; but higher value could disable necessary 
Inter modes and lead to significant degradation of quality of 
encoded sequence. It is found through our extensive 
experiments that λ1 set at 5% yields better performance. 



Table 1 - Proportion of Macroblock Mode 
Sequence SKIP 16×16 16×8 8×16 P8×8 I4×4 I16×16 

foreman 23.19% 27.63% 11.49% 13.50% 21.43% 2.22% 0.54% 

salesman 79.44% 12.20% 0.95% 1.26% 5.88% 0.27% 0.01% 

carphone 36.96% 27.11% 7.47% 10.25% 15.57% 1.30% 1.34% 

news 75.32% 14.25% 1.90% 2.51% 5.09% 0.81% 0.10% 

bridge-far 96.74% 2.93% 0.07% 0.03% 0.04% 0.10% 0.08% 

coastguard 12.90% 50.58% 9.79% 9.79% 13.73 2.87% 0.34% 

highway 58.92% 17.30% 9.20% 5.76% 7.49% 0.55% 0.78% 

mobile 1.67% 56.40% 6.12% 4.65% 30.66% 0.48% 0.01% 

 
Table 2 - Proportion of Sub-Macroblock Mode 

Sequence 8×8 8×4 4×8 4×4 

foreman 62.00% 16.43% 18.78% 2.79% 

salesman 61.84% 15.35% 17.06% 5.75% 

carphone 63.04% 16.79% 16.69% 3.47% 

news 61.59% 13.36% 21.31% 4.74% 

bridge-far 87.50% 6.25% 6.25% 0% 

coastguard 63.18% 14.55% 18.64% 3.64% 

highway 62.69% 18.09% 15.41% 3.82% 

mobile 60.39% 16.57% 16.71% 6.33% 
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(a) Macroblock mode 
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(b) Sub-macroblock mode 

Figure 2 - Proportion of selected modes vs. frame number 
for foreman_300_QCIF.yuv 
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(b) Sub-macroblock mode 

Figure 3 - Proportion of selected modes vs. frame number 
for news_300_QCIF.yuv 

Table 1 and Table 2 list the frequencies of all modes for 8 
different video sequences that proved that 5% is a suitable 
value for λ1. 

 
B). Learning period parameter N 

N frames decide the length of the learning period for the 
statistical accumulation of distribution of inter modes. It is 
desirable that enough information is obtained in fewer 
frames; however shorter statistical learning period could 

result in excursion from the actual data. Our large amount 
simulations show that the system reaches relatively steady 
state after about 15 frames. Figure 2 and Figure 3 are two 
examples illustrating the distribution of each selected mode 
for Foreman and News QCIF sequences with total number of 
frames equaling to 300. 
 
C). Adaptive adjustment threshold λ2 

The video contents are highly correlated in temporal, and 
they possess very similar details such as objects and 
background. However, some special cases, high-speed 
motion and sudden moving of camera, can not be ignored. 
Those abnormal factors could affect the coding performance 
such as increasing of output bits for each encoded frame. 
Therefore, an adaptive adjustment scheme based on the 
difference of output bitrate is proposed to adjust MD 
adaptively. 

After I-frame has been coded, the output bit stream of each 
encoded P-frame is recorded as bi for the ith P-frame. The 
average output bits of every 30 frames denotes as X_Bitn 
shown in (1). For example, X_Bit1 is the average output bits 
for 30 P-frames between [1st, 30th], and X_Bit2 represents the 
average output bits for 30 P-frames between [2nd, 31st]. This 
forms a moving window to average 30-frame output bits. The 
difference between X_Bitn and X_Bitn-1 is denoted as dn and is 
defined in (2). If the consecutive five (five frames can avoid 
inaccurate adjustment according to the casual changes of the 
video scenes) dn values exceed threshold λ2, there could exist 



Table 3 - Threshold = 0.05 @ 15th frame 
Sequence ∆Time(%) ∆PSNR ∆Bitrate(%) 

QP = 28 
foreman -9.04% -0.02dB 0.11% 

bridge-far -43.77% -0.02dB 0.54% 
coastguard -7.42% 0.01dB 0.03% 

news -22.81% -0.02dB 1.58% 
m_d -19.84% -0.06dB 0.55% 

mobile -7.89% 0.01dB 0.22% 
akiyo (CIF) -14.43% 0.01dB 0.69% 
hall (CIF) -21.71% -0.03dB 1.63% 

QP = 32 
foreman -5.92% 0.01dB -0.28% 

bridge-far -38.41% 0dB 0.00% 
coastguard -9.16% -0.01dB 0.51% 

news -23.65% -0.03dB 2.05% 
m_d -31.72% -0.16dB 2.08% 

mobile -15.76% -0.01dB 0.21% 
akiyo (CIF) -14.70% -0.04dB 0.62% 
hall (CIF) -13.37% 0.01dB 0.82% 
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Figure 4 - Comparison of PSNR values between proposed 

and original algorithms for foreman.yuv 
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Figure 5 - Comparison of bit steam sizes between 
proposed and original algorithms for foreman.yuv 

sudden change in the video stream, and current MD scheme 
needs to be re-evaluated. 
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According to the simulation results, the threshold λ2 has 

been set as 3%, and this can be used to effectively turn on the 
disabled modes. 
 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

Eight video sequences have been selected for simulations 
(foreman in QCIF, bridge-far in QCIF, coastguard in QCIF, 
news in QCIF, m_d in QCIF, mobile in QCIF, akiyo in CIF 
and hall in CIF), and each sequence contained 300 frames. 
Our fast MD scheme was integrated into reference software 
JM10.1 [10]. The baseline profile was chosen for comparison 
purpose. The search range was set to ±16. The sequence type 
used was IPPP. The Full Search scheme was employed in 
ME. One frame was used for ME reference. The simulations 
were carried out on PC with an AMD-processor 1.81 GHz 
and 256MB memory. The evaluation of system performance 
was focused on the change rate of encoding time, PSNR and 
output bitrate, i.e., △Time(%), △PSNR(dB) and 
△Bitrate(%). They were defined as the difference between 
original coding processing and proposed coding processing, 
and were shown in (3), (4) and (5): 

 

%100×−=Δ
A

AB

Time
TimeTimeTime  (3) 

AB PSNRPSNRPSNR −=Δ  (4) 

%100×−=Δ
A

AB

Bitrate
BitrateBitrateBitrate  (5) 

 
where A is based on the standard JM10.1 MD algorithm, and 
B is based on the proposed MD algorithm. 

Table 3 lists the simulation results. It clearly shows that the 
proposed fast MD algorithm reduced encoding time up to 
43.77%, and the decrease of PSNR and the increase of bitrate 
are very limited. Figure 4 and Figure 5 present the 
comparisons of PSNR values and output bit stream sizes 
between proposed algorithm and JM reference software 
model using Foreman sequence, respectively. The results are 
very comparable. Figure 6 gives an example that the 
proposed algorithm can adaptively adjust the mode selection 
when sudden change existing in the video sequence. 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this paper, a new fast Inter MD algorithm based on 

statistic and adaptive adjustment has been proposed. The 
algorithm can reduce the computational time significantly 
with slight loss of PSNR and Bitrate increase. Moreover, the 
proposed algorithm does not require complex computation 
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Figure 6 - PSNR vs. frame number as adaptive adjustment 

is enabled and disabled, respectively 

and large hardware cost such as large memory to buffer a lot 
of video information. Therefore, it is very attractive to real-
time and low power consumption applications.  
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